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Diadora is an Italian athletic footwear and apparel manufacturer, was appropriate, but probably not the origin of his
friend's suggestion.

The continual expansion of shoe production and the technical research in new products were also the result of
changes within the company. In Greek, "dia dora" means "by means of gifts" which was appropriate, but
probably not the origin of his friend's suggestion. Sharing success, team spirit in competitive sporting
activities, competition worthy of both team members and opponents, are some of the essential principles
inherent in the Diadora trademark. Featured Post Diadora is one of the only Italian athletic footwear and
apparel manufacturers to still make product in Italy-a tradition that began in when the company's founder
Marcello Danieli, first began working in the trade as a young boy. Essays may be lightly modified for
readability or to protect the anonymity of contributors, but we do not edit essay examples prior to publication.
Diadora is one of the only footwear and apparel manufacturers to start in Italy and still be in Italy. Prices will
be invoiced as stated on the order which has been accepted by Logica Sport GST The wholesale pricing and
suggested retail pricing in the catalogue are net of Goods and Service Tax. In the case of Diadora Heritage,
moving backwards simply translates to focusing on the "essence of Diadora. Those values are the main
reasons behind the Heritage line's emphasis on shifting as much production as possible to the brand's own
factories in Cearano di San Marco in Italy. Originally called "de ladera" or "from Zadar," it was mistakenly
copied and translated from Dalmatian to Latin, becoming, along the way "Diadora. Concerning such items,
none of the trademarks may be used in any advertising or promotional publicity. Diadora accompanied every
Italian adventure during the World Cups of Mexico , durino the Italian "magic nights" in , and up to the grand
final in , supplying the whole national team with their uniforms. Vast unemployment and violent ideological
clash between the North and South marked a period of sadness and threatened the outbreak of civil war.
Failure to do so will constitute complete customer acceptance of the order as shipped and invoiced. All Rights
Reserved. To protect the anonymity of contributors, we've removed their names and personal information
from the essays. Although this area is now famous for the production of athletic footwear and apparel, its
history began with the manufacturing of an all-important army supply: mountain climbing boots. What makes
you cringe? History[ edit ] Diadora Mythos Axeler, Diadora is an Italian athletic footwear and apparel
manufacturer, a tradition that began in when the company's founder, Marcello Danieli, first began working in
the trade as a young boy. Next, Diadora introduced running shoes and shortly thereafter, tennis shoes. Next,
Diadora introduced running shoes and shortly thereafter, tennis shoes.


